tain point of its formative process, the
predominant element from a certain stage
of the development of thre world economy is the global character of the
processes.
This stage is connected with the change
of position and role of rndividual regional components in the world economic
relationsFrom the point of view of this relationship between the world. and regional
oeconomic relations, the scientific, and
technical revolution has a contradictory
influence. On one side, it strengthens the
processes of the relatively independent
movement of the world reconomic relations through the cha~1ges which it causes in the sphere of the world cÚvision
of labour or in world trade. On the other
side, it strengthens and stipports processes, leading to the in terconnection of the
dependenCies of global processes on regional processes. For example in the monetary sphere of the contemporary ~orld

economy there exists, as a consequence
of the fall of the gold standard in the
1930's, an organic connection betwe•en
global and regioJ;lal processes, as is shown
by the example of the gold exchange
standard in the form of the dollar exchange standard. By supporting the processes which complicate the function of
reserves in the monetary sphere of the
world economic rrelations [by stimulating
a faster growth of world trade as compared with the growth of wor ld production, including th•e production of gold, the
scientific and technical revolution strengthens the organic interconnection oi the
function of world money [gold) and the
function of regional curréncies {for example the dollar).
In consequence of the increasingly
complicated movemrent of the world economy, which was significantly affected by
the scientificand technical revolution, new
scope is being created for foreign political and economic· activities of the regions.
1

THE INFLUENCE OF ECONOMIC REFORMS ON FOREIGN ECONOMIC
RELATIONS OF THE SOCIALIST COUNTRIES

Radoslav Selucký
I.

The economic reforms, whi·ch have been
carried aut over the pást few years in
nearly all European socialist countri•es,
have - despite all concrete differences
in the principles, Ol}. which they are based
- one thing in co111mon; the more or
less fast and intensive dep.arture from
the noh~commodity, c~nt~alistl.c model of
the socialist economy. Even 'though in
some countries, the final versions of the
reforms have not been 'tormulated, their
g:eneral te,nden,cies are identical: the
strengthening of economic instrument,s of
management, and the suppression ar' restriction ' of administrative methods, the
strengthening of the importanée of :commocÚty-money relations and of the oper~
ation of the law of vah.Ie with Ú:s mechanism of supply and. demand, • the
streilgthening of the independence
eri~
terprises which are actually the b<:J.sic
unfts of economic activity, the creation
of wider scope for their enterprisirig and

o(

business activities, the application of
principles of scientific management in
the whole sphere of social economy, and
efforts to push through intensive factors
of economic development in place of extensive factors.
The economic reforms in thre European
socialist countries represent the outcome
of the rational reaction of the people to
the shortcomings inherent in the non~
commodity model of the operation of the
socialist economy. The non-commodity
model of th•e socialist economy ._.lacked an
automatically , functioning
mechanism
which wo~ld enable a smoůth exchange
of activities· between individua! spheres
Of the HCOnomy and a COntinUO!!-S correCtiVe process in the field of production
by the market .. The attention of theorists
therefore concentrated upon formulating
the · principl•es of a commodity model of
the socialist economy which would represent a synthesis of social planning and
the utilization of the market mechanism,
and in which commodityc:"money relations
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would be the only form of the expression
of socialist production relations.
Even though a commodity model of the
socialist economy has not yet been consistently created in any socialist country
( the Federative People's Republic of
Yugoslavia has come very close to it, and
the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and
the Hungarian People's Republics have
considerably clearer ideas of its ultimate
foTm] - certain new prcíblems are coming
up in the sphere of foreign economic relations among the socialist countries. Though some of th•e problems, to
which this study is devoted, are not yet
ripe for an immediate solution and are
thus far only the subject of initial discussions, they will in the process of the realization of the economic reforms, assume
fundamental importance for creating new
forms of economic relations among the
soCialist coun tri•es.
II.

In the past two years, specialized periodicals in the socialist countries carried
a number of studies and polemical articles, whose authors analyzed, from various aspects, the situation which is shaping up in the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance. They are concerned primarily with the second marked decrease
in the exchange of goods between some
socialist countries in 1966 which - together with the culmination of the extensive development of the individua! national economies - signalizes that international socialist division of labour calls
for a qualitatively new solution. These
qualitatively new solutions require that
in the economi·c cooperation of CMEA
countries a greater role must in future
be played by economic criteria which is
in conformity with the efforts of individua! states to increase the effectiveness
of their economies and to strengthen the
intensive elements of economic growth.
Concrete steps towards implementing this
gen•erally acceptable solution are, however, hampered by differences of interests
of the individua! socialist countries, which
stem from their different level of ecoriomic progress, from the past primarily
autarchic development, and consequently
also from the homogeneous character
6

of the commodity structure, from the
different structures of foreign trade (exporters of raw materials and exporters
of finished products, especially machines)
etc. These old obstacles are being
now joined by a new factor - the uneven d•evelopment of the economic reforms.
Even though the tendencies of economic reforms in the various socia~ist countries have the same direction, there exists
a substantial difference between the
states stFiving for a change-over to amarket-type of socialist economy, and states
which concentrate their attention merely
on improving the economi·c instruments
of management, while retaining the method of detailing the plans by means of
mandatory indices, and which develop
economic instruments primarily in the relationship between production and the
market. From among the CMEA member
states, the first group includes Czechoslovakia and Hungary (Yugoslavia is
not a CMEA member) - the second group
includes the GDR, the USSR, Paland and
Bulgaria. Thre different intensity of the
economic reforms which are being carried out is reflected in the different status of enterprises as the basic units of
the economic sphere in the individua!
socialist economies.
One of the prerequisites of the economic system of management, whose realization is. sought by Czechoslovakia, is that
enterprises should have the status of
autonomous subjects of socialist enterprising, acting on their own and in their
own interests, establishing equivalent relations with other subjects of economic
a cti vity, and pursuing in the sphere of
economic: activity their ecunomic objective,
i. e. the achievement of optimum results
with minimum outlays. The management
centre
does
not
assign
obligatory
tasks to the enterprises, but seeks above
all to influence their activities and decision-makirtg by regulating market conditions, and · to guide their economic interests so as to make it more or l•ess conform with the macroeconomic intentions
of the planning centre. Every enterprise
must maintain its reproduction base, must
cover all its expenditure from its receipts,
and must by its economic activities secure the necessary means for expand•ed
reproduction either directly, or by means

if they are able to chaose from among
of credit. ln its economic activity, the
enterprise should respond to the chanseveral suppliers, from among S'8Veral
ging situation in the market, and flexibly
offers. Wherever this is the case, they
adjust its supply to the market demand.
behave in a business-like manner, which
The only restrictive factor of this flexibimeans that if the imported goods do not
lity are .the general regulations, by which
meet their demands, they simply refuse
the centre defines the scope of enterto buy them from the import organizaprises for their business activities, and
tions. In other words, the renterprises
the long-term economic instruments, by
adopt the same attitude to Czechoslovak
whi·ch the centre regulates the market
and foreign suppliers, and this must be
and influences the activities of all subrespected by the import organization or
jects of th•e economic sphere.
the foreign partner.
The enterprises thus behave as produThis new status, and the ensuing new
cers, whose relations with other enterbehaviour of the enterprises, is bringing
prises are the relationships of purchases
- and will bring proportionately to the
and sales. An inalienable interest of every
realization of the economic reform enterprise should, according to this
a new element into foreign trade trans·
concept, lJe the right to freely chaose
actions. In the past, trade among the
its e·conomic and trade partners, i. e. the
CMEA coi.mtries was based on principles,
right to chaose among suppliers, to select
typical for the administrati~e system of
those enterprises with which it wants to
management. ln the foreign trade within
establish closer cooperation; Finally, the
the CMEA, the predominant elements
enterprises should be able to freely
were thoSJe of exchanges in kind, the
·chaose among consumers, who are interimport quotas were for the most part
ested in their products or services.
only an expression of the deficit in maThis new status of the enterprises has
terial or commodity balances, and the
for the time being found consistent apexport quotas an expression of surpluses
plication only in the socialist economy of
in individua! commodities. The individua!.
·yugoslavia. As regards Czechoslovakia and
enterprises were not able 'to chaose
Hungary, it will obviously take some time
among domestic or foreign suppliers.
before their economic reforms advance
They were forced to act in agreement
to an rextent that these programrried ob.:.
with the directive indices of the plan or
jectives are actually realized. Neverthetbe directives of superior bodies, regardless some o'f the rights, which have been
less whether this was advantageous for
given to· Czechoslovak enterprises by the Ahem or not. As the status of the Czefirst measures of the economi·c reform
choslovak enterprises is undergoing a
in 1967, are changing their attitude to
change, the first consequences of this
certain foreign trade transactions. Indichange are already appearing: many Czevidua! enterprises are beginning to show
choslovak enterprises refuse to buy from
interest in buying only such production
import organizations such foreign promeans which .meet their requirements as
ducts whůse quality, téchnical parametres
to the terms of delivery, technical qualior performance characteristics do not
ty and good performance characteristics,
meet their economic or technological rei. e. in purchasing such machines and
quirements. If the Czechoslovak enterequipment which increase the effectiveprises are not to be lred into a schizon~ss of their economy, raise their techphrenic position, they must be given él
nical standard and contribute to make the . ste,adily growing righ~ to behave in
products of the enterprise conform by , this way to· all domestic and to all foreign partners, i. e. to concludre contracts
Hs parametres and price to the demands
of the home and foreign market, to make
oh purchases and sales solely in accorthe renterprise capable of competition. In dance with the effectiveness and profit.:
contrast to former usag~, Czechosíovak
ability of their economy.
~mterprisres have .now the right to refuse
Thre changes in the status of the enterto buy such products which canno.f help . prises, which are · taking place pro:t1orlncrease the effectiveness of their ecotionately to the realization of th•e' Czechonomy. However, this right is real only
slovak economic reform, are thus begin-
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ning to have a practical influence on the
exchange of goods with some other socialist coun trie s, and when the criteria
have been made strictrer, they may also
in the future operate so as to restrict
the import of some commodities from the
CMEA countries, above all engineering
products.
The Czechoslovak economic reform
further provides that enterprises which
are not capablté~ of effective production
and profitable economy, should not be
artificially kept in existence to the detriment of the overall effectiveness of
the Czechoslovak national economy. This
means that if Czechoslovak enterprises
are not able to compete with their products on foPeign and home markets, and
if they do not in this way prove their
economic justification, they should either
change their production programme or be
closed down. It cannot be excluded, theoretically and practically, that some Czechoslovak enterprises will not hold their
ground in the confrontation with the
world market, nor in the confrontation with the home market, but
will be able, for a certain time, to hold
their ground in the confrontation with
the CMEA market. This possibility cannot
be ruled out because certain less advanced socialist countries ha\ie lower demands as to quality and teclmical standard of products than are the currrent
demands on the world market or the Czechoslovak market. It would seem that
for Czechoslovakia these possible cases
should be nothing but profitable. Facts
show, however, that it need not be so.
Should Czechoslovak exports to individua! socialist countries permanently and
markedly exc•eed Czechoslovak imports
from these countries, the Czechoslovak
active balance of payments with these
states will continue to grow. Should
this trend be of a long-term character,
this would - since the active balance is
untransferable
be essentially tantamount to crediting certain socialist stares
by Czechoslovakia to a, degree exceeding
the possibilities of the Czechoslovak national economy, and to tying up a part
of the newly created Czechoslovak national income. The growth of Czechoslovak exports to some socialist countries,
with a simultaneous decreas•e of Czecho8

slovak imports from certain socialist
countries, operates as a factor which
increases inflationary pressure in the
Czechoslovak national economy, because
the production Qf the exported goods involved consumption of raw materials, the
depreciation of machines and th•e payment of wag•es for human labour, without the return of an equivalent in the
form of raw materials, machines or consumer goods to Czechoslovakia. This negative consequence of the active balance
of payments among the CMEA member
countries is universally valid, and nreed
not always apply only to Czechoslovakia.
Its fundamental cause is the now already
outdated structure of production in the
individua! socialist countries, and the ensuing imbalance between the mutual relationship of demand and supply on the
market within the CMEA. However, if it
werre possible to d.raw against the active
balance of payments in a freely exchangeable currency both within and outside
the CMEA, the situation would be substantially changed. This takes me to the
problem of convertibility of currency
which - it would seem
will come up
sooner or later, with greater or lresser
urgency,
in
every
socialist country
striving for a consistent application of a
commodity model of economy, and in
which the share of foreign trade in the
national income exceeds 20 per cent.
An excessively favourable balance of
paym•ents with the CMEA countries is
therefore in present-day conditions, not
as advantageous as it would seem at the
first sight. However, the difficulty lies in
the fact that only some socialist countries are irpmediately interested in the
convertibility of currency, while other
socialist countri•es find the status quo for
the time being suitable. The economically
advanced contries have a large foreign
trade turnover, and strive for the establishment of a· planned market-type socialis.t economy. They are more in teres'tled
in solving the problem of currency convertibility than the other socialist countrie s.
L-

III.

Just as there occur - within each national economy ___: clashing interests be-

tween individua! enterprises, between proof specialization and cooperation - diduction and trade, and between the inrectly to real market conditions. The
dividua! spheres of economic activity,
question also comes up whether it would
there also occur clashing interrests benot be possible to consider. a more contween the national economies within the
sisrent separation of purely commercial
CMEA. These conflicting inrerests maniactivities from the acts of the external
fest themselveso on several levels. Above
economic policy, i. e. to separate the
all, they appear during negotiations on
normal economic acts of the enterprises
specialization. Since the structure of the
from the granting of economic assistance
industries of a number of CMEA member
by state bodies. This question is b3countries is similar, each agreement on
coming increasingly topical already at
specialization is conditioned by certain
present, and its importance will grow in
concessions on, the, part of some of thre
proportion to the weakening of direct
partners involved. It is in the interest of
interventions of central state bodies into
the majority of the countries to retain
enterprise affairs in the socialist states,
the manufacture of those products less
engaged in building up a market-type modemanding with respect to raw materials,, del of planned socialist economy.
and more deinanding as regards skilled
The second level, on which differenlabour. During these negotiations, purely
ces of interest occur between individua!
economic aspects, however, come fresocialist countries, concerns the form of
quently into a conflict with political asthe exchange of scien tific and technical
pects. Seen solrely from the point of view
information. Up to the present, relations
of eoonomic effectiveness, it would be
within the CMEA were guided by the
best suited to the purposre, if in the maprincipl'8 of granting licences and making
king of decisions concerning specializa- available documentation free of charge.
tion, the main criterion were the ability
This was advantageous for the less deof any one country to manufacture highvelop.ed socialist states, but constituted
quality products with a mm1mum of
disadvantage for the economically more
costs and in sufficient quantities. Seen
advanced countries. The strengthening of
from the espect of mutual assistance and
economic and commercial aspect in ecolevelling the economic standard of the
nomic cooperation has I."esulted in the
individua! soclalist countries, this reconofact that even within the CMEA, trading
mic critefi.on alone is not tenable. While
is being introduced in licences and pathe old system of management was in. tents according to principles prevailing
full farce, the profits and losses were
throughout the world. Relations between
brought into balance within the whole
individua! socialist states are thus even
national economy of the individua!
in this sphere being normalized on the
countries. In one case and in one branch,
basis of the market which - as it seems
the country registered profits, in anothrer
- is creating good conditions for~ relimicase and in another branch it incurred
nating various points of friction and the
crertain losses. The new system of planned inception of the feeling that cooperation
management in Czechoslovakia, howis more advantageous for one of the parever, transférs· the· consequences of proties involved than 'for the other.
fits 'and losses directly upon individua!
The third level, where manifestations
enterprisres, which are naturally interof conflicting interests are aJ:parent, is
ested in concluding only such agreethe heterogenbus structure of th'8 exports
ments on. specializátion which are from
and imports of the individua! socialist
their point of view advantageous. I~. countries. Some socialist countries export
seems that this new situation requires .a
principally finished products, while other
new solution. There arises the question
socialist countries export inostly raw mawhether the situation is not ripening for
terials. There is no doubt that raw maa fullrer application of the mechanism of
terial exports are not so effective as the
supply and demand in the CMEA market, .exports of finished prod,ucts, and that inwhich would make it possible for indivestrnents into thre development of the
vidua! enterprises to react - · in the
raw material base take consideT~;~,,bly
making of decisions concerning questions
longer to return back than investments
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a!Jucalť~d
ťor
(;xpaJJdillg llw processing
branches. Added to this is the fact that
the accumulation sources of the countries
which export raw materials are considerably limited. It is natural that the
exporters of raw mat"erials do not want
to carry the whole burden of the development of the raw material base, especially with vicw to the prevailing world
prices of raw materials. On the other
hancl, tlw interests of the countries which
imporl raw materials cannot be disregarded. This is because some of these countries have in the past been building and
expanding branches very demanding as
regards the consumption of raw materials
not so much from the point of view of
their economic effectiveness, but above
all because of wider political and economic interests of the whole world socialist
system. These branches were also demanding as regards investments,. and the returnability of the investments was of a
long-term character.
Several variants of solving these clashes
of interests might be considered. One
of the possibilities, which is being already
applied, are investment credits granted
by raw materials importers to exporting
countries, repayable in the form of raw
material supplies. In taking advantage
of this possibility there are, ho~ver,
differences of opinion whether investment
credit should be granted according to
world market relations or according to
relations prevalent on the home markets
of the countries exporting raw materials.
If the expenditure n•ecessary for expanding the raw material base in the socialist countries exceeds the costs prevalent
in other countries exporting raw materials, the difference should not be borne
by the importing countries in the form
of high credits. It is naturally possible
that the partners reach an agreement on
the conditions of the investment credits,
without regard to relations on the world
market. It would seem, however, that
such agreements should constitute exceptions rather than rules, if the principle
of '8conomic calculations is to find increasing application in mutual economic
relations of the socialist states.
It seems that there are presenting
themselves also other possibilities for
solving the raw material problem. The
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countries which import raw materials
will by means of technological progress and the intensification of technological procresses - reduce the norms of
raw materlal consumption, and will change
the structure of their industries so as
to cut down more markedly the share of
branches with a large consumption of
raw materials in the overall volume of
their industrial production, or they will
try to import raw materials of superior
quality, enabling higher utilization of the
same weight and volume. This second
solution also necessltat:ves high investments made by the importing countries.
It must be also taken into consideration
that if certain socialist countries export
machines and equipment, they must sell
them at prices corresponding to world
prices even though the national value of
these products exceeds their world value.
It seems that a more consistent implementation of the economic reforms will
increase the pressure on the confrontation of national production costs with
the world production costs so strongly
that every country will have to begin to
exert great efforts aimed at grearer effectiveness of its entire production, and
especially of the production in the export
branches. I belong to those economists
who see the main source of a more effective production in the creation of a rational systrem of planned management,
and especially in the incorporation of
the market mechanism and the methods
of economic regulation into the model of
the socialist economy.
IV.

One of the prerequisites for ra1smg the
effectiveness of production is cooperation
between ent~Crprises of one or several
branches, a cooperation not only within
the national
economy
of individual
states, but also on am international scale.
Cooperation is of importance both from
the technological and production aspects,
as well as from the commercial aspect:
through the intermediary of its partners,
enterprises can with their products pel1'etrate the domestic markets of the other
country, or even may - through their
partners - get into the markets of the
third countries. The degree of the indi-

Vlduul countries participation in the world
lllvlsion of labour can be indirectly 'exJH'w;sed also by the intensity of interrrHIIonal cooperation agreements between
1111 lorprises.
Jí:ven though the number of instances
nr international cooperation between enI«H'prises of the CMEA member countries
lws increased in the past few years, the
pl'Usent state is not in accord with the
urgent interests and requiremellts of the
lrtdividual socialist countries. The administrativo system of planned management
!I lel not' stimulate too much cooperation
ngreements stemming from the economic
in terests of individua! enterprises. Coopet•ntlon in production and the association
oť enterprises within the national econorni.es was carried aut by means of admiJI.lstrative methods and directives. The
ultimate from of the Czech'oslovak economic .reform '8nvisages that the enterlH'ises will be given freedom- regulated
only by general rules
as rregards
concluding cooperation agre'8ments both
within the national economy and· within
the framework of international division of labour. If the Czechoslovak en·terprises are given a free hand, in' the
course of thé ~ext · period, to conclude
cooperátiorr agreements with foreign partners, it will of cour se require. certain
lnstitutiůnal and
legal adjustments. It
seems, however, that one-sided lifting 'of
restrictions of thre initiative of the enterprises will not be sufficient. If socialist
onterprises of one country are to conl:lude cooperati1on agreements with socialist
onterprises of other countries, it will be
Hecessary to lift restrictions of the ini-.
Uative of the enterprises bil a te r a ll y,
nnd to unify lregal regulations governing
l'oreign economic relations of individua!
onterprises. As long as similarly favourullle cúnditions are not created for super-national éooperation of enterprises
liS for the cooperation within the naUonal economy, the ~nterest of individua!
outerprises to ínitiative cooperation with
fnreign partne~;s Will not bre promoted.
Under the term 'favourable conditions~
I understand the right of the enterprises
to make independJmt decisions on aU
(ltwstions related to agreements with foNllgn partners, to solve all problems aristllg from everyday coopreration without

interference of superior authories, the
right to send as a matter of course members of their own staff flexibly to the foreign partner to the cooperation agreement to solve general problems in an
operational way, retc. Even though the
strengthening of the authority and indep'endence of the enterprises in all socialist countries is creating better conditi:ons for the development. of cooperation
than those which existed in the past,
there are stili certain obstacles, slowing
down this economically inevitable process. In addition to certain restrictions
of administratively legal character, I see
the main obstacle hindering the develop.ment of cooperation in the fact that the
currency of the socialist countries is
not even convertibl'8 within the CMEA,
and that individua! enterprises cannot
freely purchase, for their own means, the
currencies of other socialist countries.
Gomplicated conversion coefficients, valid
in various socialist countries, tie the
hands of the enterprises and restrict
their initiative in concluding economically advantageous cooperation agreements. The enterprises cannot, for the
time being, enter into dírect negotiations,
but only through various superior economic or even administration agencies, cannot freely convert their profits from one
currency .to .another, cannot directly conclud'8 mutual trade · agreements, cannot
grant each other trade credits, etc; All
these restrictions are products of the old
system of administrativo management, of
the old non-commodity centralized model
of the socialist economy. It seems that
the ecoriomic reforms in Czechoslovakia
and Hungary, make it already possible to
opren negotiations, at least bilateral, on
· the lifting of the harsh restrictions which
are surviving from the previous period.
It sholild be noted that this is the second
case when the economic reality becomes
inconsistent with the existing monetary
relations within the CMEA, and poses
the problem of convertibility of the socialist. currenciés.
The problem of a comparatively or en-.
tirely free. movement of manpower within
· the Cl\t1EA is also dosely connected with
the problems of cooperation. Some socialist countries have large manpower
reserves, and haV!e consequently also difll

ficulties with creating new opportunities
for work. ln some countries, there exists
hidden or even overt unemployment. Other
socialist countries have, on the contrary,
a shortage of manpower, especially in
branches important for the achievement
of an reconomic equilibrium (the building
industry). 1t seems that the restrictions
precluding a fuller development of cooperation also prevent a freer movement
of manpower between individua! socialist
states. Another factor which should not
be disregarded is the problem of not
quite realistic ltlxchange rates for noncommercial payments, inconvertibility of
currencies, restrictions concerning the exports of national monetary tokens abroad,
considerable differences of the price levels ·in indiVidua! socialist states, etc.
Moreover, it is becoming ever more apparent that it is not possible to strive
for an integration movement within the
CMEA without a fundamental solution of
these questions,· which have been recognized for some time, but which are be-
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coming ever more urgent mainly as a
consequence of the economic reforms.

v.
The development of theoretical views
on the problems of economic integration
of the socialist economies does not proceed at a uniform rate in the individua!
socialist coun"tries. Individua! economic
reforms also do not proceed uniformly,
but the conviction begins to assert itself
that the road towards improving the economic situation in the individua! socialist
countries is not intensified autarky, but
the development of international division
of labour and participation of the national economies in the wider con text ·Of
the whole world economy on the basis of
economic calculatiOJ). and the .utilization
of commodity-money relations. This also
. creates ·conditions for the qualitatively
new situation in the international socialist division of labour to be appraised and
solved by qualitatively new measures.

